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THE HISTORY OF BREGENZ

Founding of the 
town of Bregenz

Around 1250

400 BC

Construction of 
the railway

1870-1884

Opening of the first 
pedestrian zone 
in Vorarlberg on 
Kaiserstraße

1977

Refurbishment of the 
port and the Sunset Stufen 
steps at Molo

2010

1946
Founding of the 

Bregenz Festival

2009-2013
Construction and renovation 

of the vorarlberg museum  
(Vorarlberger Landesmuseum)

From 1726
Bregenz becomes the 

administrative centre 
of  Vorarlberg

15 BC
The Romans conquer 

the Alpine region; 
the civic settlement of 

“Brigantium” is established 
along the Ölrain river

Opening of the 
Kunsthaus Bregenz (KUB) 

art museum

1997
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Founding of “Brigantion” 
by the Celts 400 BC
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MUST-DOS IN BREGENZ

Seen and experienced

brünzler = urinate

O Walk to Oberstadt, Bregenz’s medieval city centre p.   8

O Admire the floating stage p.   16 
 
O Visit the exhibit at the vorarlberg museum p.  18 
 
O Watch the sunset at the Sunset Stufen steps  p.  24

O Cap off the evening at Fischersteg pier p.  24   
 
O Go swimming or have a barbecue at the Pipeline p.   26 
 
O Take a boat out on Lake Constance p.  28

O Take in the view from Pfänder mountain p.   32

O And last but not least, take a picture of 

 our “Seebrünzler”. This bronze statue is 
 
 located on Kirchstraße next to Kinz wine bar.

 Do you know what “Brünzler” means?

#VISITBREGENZ

All around the Leutbühel district, on the historic Anton-Schneider-
Straße, in the pedestrian zone in the city centre, and on Kornmarktplatz, 
you can find a wide range of owner-operated shops offering  individual 
flair and personal service. With its modern stores, restaurants, and bars, 
the recently redesigned Kirch- und Römerstraße is certainly worth a 
visit.

When it comes to the culinary side of life, Bregenz has everything you 
need, with a well-established inn culture as well as a wide range of 
restaurants offering flavours from all over the world. Cafes lure in visi-
tors with sweet temptations or emanate artistic charm – regardless 
of what you are looking for, you will be rewarded with quality and 
hospitality.

SHOPPING AND DINING

 
SHOPPING

 
DINING
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DISCOVER 
THE SIGHTS

Church of the Sacred Heart of Jesus 
(Herz-Jesu-Kirche)
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OBERSTADT 
THE MEDIEVAL CITY CENTRE
Ehre-Guta-Platz
This square’s name goes back to an old legend: In the 15th century, an 
old woman named Guta heard members of a neighbouring tribe called 
the Appenzeller planning an attack on the city. She quickly warned the 
residents of Bregenz, who were able to fend off the attack. From then 
on, the city’s night watchmen called out “Ehreguta” to honour her when 
the clock struck 9 in the evening during the winter.

St. Martin's Tower (Martinsturm) | Martinsgasse 3b
Martinsturm, or St. Martin’s Tower, was built in 1601 and is said to be the 
first baroque building on Lake Constance. Its onion-shaped cupola is the 
largest of its kind in Central Europe. The landmark of Bregenz is open to 
visitors from May to October and offers both a marvellous view and an 
exhibit about the city’s history.

Deuring Schlössle palace (Deuring Schlössle) | Ehre-Guta-Platz 4
At the far end of Ehre-Guta-Platz stands a building that is central to the
character of the medieval city centre: the Deuring Schlössle. For 150 
years, this palace was home to the Deurings, an aristocratic family from 
Vorarlberg. From 1989 to 2015, the listed building functioned as an 
upscale hotel and restaurant. Today, it is privately owned and can only 
be viewed from the outside.

Deuring Schlössle palace 
(Deuring Schlössle)

St. Martin's Tower
(Martinsturm)

Old Town Hall (Altes Rathaus) | Graf-Wilhelm-Straße 14
Between Graf-Wilhelm-Straße and Eponastraße, visitors can 
admire the Altes Rathaus, or Old Town Hall, which is the 
city’s largest half-timbered building. Built in 1662, it served 
as the administrative centre of Bregenz until the 19th century.
Today, it is a private residence.

CITY TOURS
Many of the landmarks in Bregenz are instantly recogniz-
able. But it’s worth taking a closer look – ideally with the help 
of a competent local guide. There are various themed tours 
throughout the year,  and the city’s night watchman offers 
tours of Oberstadt during the Advent season.

Old Town Hall (Altes Rathaus)

 
OBERSTADT

 
CITY TOURS
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This roughly hour-long walk covering the history of Bregenz starts at 
the offices of Bregenz Tourismus & Stadtmarketing at Rathausstraße 
35a 1 . Cross Leutbühelplatz and take Maurachgasse towards Oberstadt. 
Here you see Martinsturm 2  with its impressive onion-shaped cupola. 
Continuing along medieval city walls over cobbled streets, head to Ehre-
Guta-Platz 3  and the Deuring Schlössle 4 . You can leave the historic 
city centre via the Meißnerstiege steps. The next stops are the Thalbach 
Monastery 5  and Parish Church of St. Gallus 6 , which are connected 
by the Ernst-Volkmann-Stiege steps. After arriving at the top, you can 
enjoy a fantastic view of the distinctive corner tower of the Deuring 
Schlössle. After a short walk from the Capuchin Monastery 7  along 
Gallusstraße, you come to Thurn-und-Taxis-Park 8 , which is a listed 
heritage site thanks to its impressive tree population and rare plant 
species. The grand palace at the entrance of the park houses exhibitions 
of works by the artist association Berufsvereinigung Bildender Künst-
lerinnen und Künstler Vorarlbergs. Kirchstraße, with its small and charm-
ing shops, is the final leg of the tour on the way back to the Leutbühel 
district.

EXPLORERS’ TRAIL

   Inside tip – selfie spot:  The narrowest building facade in Europe 
 is located at Kirchstraße 29. Today, this building is home to GALERIE 
 9und20.

Deuring Schlössle

Steps (Meißnerstiege) medieval city centre (Oberstadt)
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Parish Church of St. Gallus (Pfarrkirche St. Gallus) | Kirchplatz 3
The name Pfarrkirche St. Gallus, or Parish Church of St. Gallus, goes 
back to the Irish monk Gallus, who came to Bregenz as a missionary 
in the year 610. The oldest parish church in the lowlands of Vorarlberg, 
it was first mentioned in official documents at the end of the 11th century. 
The interior of the church boasts magnificent plaster work and paintings. 
The left side chapel houses the silver altar, which is one of the most 
important pieces of baroque artwork in Vorarlberg.

Mehrerau Abbey (Kloster Mehrerau) | Mehrerauerstraße 66 
Located just a stone’s throw from Lake Constance is the Cistercian ab-
bey Wettingen-Mehrerau, which provides a home and a place to work 
and pray for the monks. Tours of the abbey can be arranged in advance.

Sacred Heart Church (Herz-Jesu-Kirche) | Kolpingplatz 1
The 62-metre brick towers of Herz-Jesu-Kirche, or Church of the Sacred 
Heart of Jesus, can be seen from a long way off. One of the most remark-
able facts surrounding this neo-Gothic church (built between 1905 and 
1908) is that its construction was financed almost entirely by donations 
from the people of Bregenz.

Thalbach Abbey (Kloster Thalbach) | Thalbachgasse 10
Kloster Thalbach, or Thalbach Monastery, was built in its current form 
in 1675 by baroque architects Michael Thumb from Bezau and Michael 
Kuen from Bregenz and is a clerical centre that is known far beyond the 
borders of the diocese of Feldkirch.

CHURCHES

Mariahilf Parish Church | Mariahilfstraße 52
Capuchin Church | Kirchstraße 36
Protestant Church | Cosmus-Jenny-Straße 1
Riedenburg Convent | Arlbergstraße 88-96
Lake Chapel | Rathausstraße 4  
corner of Anton-Schneider-Straße
Gebhardsberg Chapel | Gebhardsberg 1

   Insider tip: The baroque Nepomukkapelle, or Nepomuk Chapel, 
 on Kornmarktplatz. See page 18.

Parish Church of St. Gallus 
(Pfarrkirche St. Gallus)

Mehrerau Abbey (Kloster Mehrerau)

 
CHURCHES

Lake Chapel 
(Seekapelle)
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Art museum (Kunsthaus Bregenz) 

DISCOVER 
ART & CULTURE
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#VISITBREGENZBregenz floating stage – Rigoletto in 2021

BREGENZ FESTIVAL

Every summer, the Bregenz Festival presents lakeside performances 
of high-profile operas under the clear night sky. Spectacular new stage 
designs are built every two years and gain international attention. The 
extensive and diverse programme also includes ambitious productions 
and world premieres at the Festspielhaus opera house and on the Werk-
stattbühne stage. Every year, some 200,000 visitors are enchanted by 
these magical performances. The festival started in 1946, when it was 
still called the “Bregenzer Festwoche”, or Bregenz Festival Week. Since 
then, the Wiener Symphoniker has served as the orchestra in residence 
for the lakeside festival every summer, wowing audiences from all over 
the world. A touch of Hollywood can still be felt around the festival 
grounds ever since Daniel Craig chased evildoers across the floating 
stage as 007 in Quantum of Solace.
 

opera house (Festspielhaus Bregenz)

 
FESTSPIELE
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1  vorarlberg museum | Kornmarktplatz 1
Since its reopening in 2013, the museum has received a wide range 
of accolades for its concept and architecture. The museum aims to not 
only portray the past, but also highlight the present. Its focus is on 
archaeology, (art) history, and folklore. The permanent exhibit “Buch-
stäblich Vorarlberg” (Vorarlberg to the Letter) offers an original way 
of presenting the 160,000 objects on display, namely by arranging them 
in alphabetical order.

2  Theatre company (Vorarlberger Landestheater) | Seestraße 2
The culture mile surrounding Kornmarktplatz continues with the 
neighbouring Theater am Kornmarkt, home to productions by the 
Vorarlberger Landestheater theatre company. The programme features 
classical dramas, novel adaptations, debut performances, and world 
premieres.

3  Art museum (Kunsthaus Bregenz) | Karl-Tizian-Platz
With its clear glass facade, the KUB art museum is one of the architec-
tural highlights in Bregenz. Regularly changing exhibitions of outstand-
ing contemporary art attract visitors from all over the world. Artists 
are especially drawn to Peter Zumthor’s unique architecture – and 
the possibility to make use of an entire building. For this reason, many 
works are created specifically for Bregenz.

4  Nepomuk Chapel (Nepomukkapelle) | Nepomukgasse
In earlier times, the shores of Lake Constance extended all the way 
to the Kornmarkt. According to legend, Franz Wilhelm Haas nearly 
drowned at this location as a boy. As a gesture of thanks, he had this 
baroque chapel built in 1757 and dedicated it to Saint John of Nepomuk, 
who is considered a protector from floods and drowning.

CULTURE MILE ON 
KORNMARKTPLATZ

5  Postamt | Seestraße 5
This magnificent post office building dates back to the year 
1895. Besides housing the local post office and several offices, 
the building is also home to Bildraum Bodensee, a platform 
for artists from western Austria.
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vorarlberg museum Theatre company 
(Vorarlberger Landestheater) &

Art museum (Kunsthaus Bregenz)

Nepomuk Chapel 
(Nepomukkapelle)
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Künstlerhaus Palais Thurn und Taxis | Gallusstraße 10
Exhibitions of contemporary art. This villa was built in 1848 and is 
home to the Berufsvereinigung Bildender Künstlerinnen und Künstler 
Vorarlbergs, an association of artists from Vorarlberg.

Magazin 4 | Bergmannstraße 6
A cultural workshop for open exchange and discussion focusing on 
dance, theatre, music, and performance. 

K12 Galerie | Kirchstraße 12
Contemporary art on multiple levels.

angewandt gallery | Anton-Schneider-Straße 13
Extraordinary furniture and other works crafted from wood, silver, 
gold, and copper.

Galerie Lisi Hämmerle | Anton-Schneider-Straße 4a
New media, video installations, photography, paintings, and sculptures.

Galerie Arthouse | Römerstraße 11
Modern art from Vorarlberg and around the world.

Bildraum Bodensee | Seestraße 5
Contemporary, interdisciplinary art.

Galerie 9und20 | Kirchstraße 29
Gallery in “Europe’s narrowest building”.

PR Glas-Kunst-Werk gallery | Kirchstraße 19 
Glass art, sometimes massive, sometimes delicate – always unique.

GALLERIES

OTHER CULTURAL OFFERINGS

Galerie Lisi Hämmerle

Vorarlberger Landesbibliothek | Fluherstraße 4
The provincial library of Vorarlberg is housed in the former 
Benedictine monastery St. Gallus and features a magnificent 
domed hall. Because the building is located at the edge of the town’s 
forest at the foot of Gebhardsberg mountain, hikers, joggers, and 
mountain bikers often meet up here, as well.

Metro Kino | Rheinstraße 25
This Bregenz cinema boasts retro charm and shows blockbusters as 
well as Turkish and art house films in the original language in three 
auditoriums. 

Theater KOSMOS | Mariahilfstraße 29
A cosmos all its own that is slightly outside the city centre, but at the 
heart of Bregenz’s cultural life. In addition to modern productions that 
are relevant to the contemporary sociopolitical climate, the theatre 
provides a forum for discussions, lectures, exhibitions, and concerts.

 
GALLERIES
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Port entrance | Molo beacon

DISCOVER 
THE LAKE
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LAKE LIFE IN BREGENZ

1  Bregenz Festival and floating stage | Platz der Wr. Symphoniker 1
Performances under the stars on the world’s largest floating stage promise 
memories that will last a lifetime. 

2  Casino Bregenz | Platz der Wiener Symphoniker 3
Experience thrills and entertainment while playing roulette, blackjack, 
poker, or the latest slot machines. Round off the evening at the award-
winning Falstaff restaurant.

3  Pier (Fischersteg) | Seepromenade
Originally intended for fishers when it was built in 1902, this pier became 
the takeoff area for seaplanes twenty years later. Today, it is used as a bar 
during the summer.

4  Sunset Stufen | Molo
These steps are a popular meeting point and are also an ideal spot to 
watch the sun slowly sink into Lake Constance. During the day, visitors 
dangle their feet into the water and enjoy the view of the floating stage 
and the surrounding towns and villages on the shore.

5  Port of Bregenz | Seestraße 4
Home port of Vorarlberg Lines and for many visitors the gateway to 
Bregenz, with a variety of culinary options on-site and located only a 
short walk away from the city centre and the Pfänderbahn cable car. 
Many excursion ships and cruise ships launch from the port. Highlights 
include the port building Die Welle and the MS Sonnenkönigin, an 
exclusive ship for special occasions.

6  Snack bar (Milchpilz) | Seestraße 1
This small, yet iconic kiosk has been at the port since 1953. It has become 
a fixture of life in the city and is now a listed heritage site. Locals love the 
selection, which ranges from milkshakes to canapés. Open from May to 
September.

7   Statue “Hommage an Brigantium” | Seepromenade
This three-metre-high bronze casting was created by Herbert Albrecht 
in 2011 when the port was redesigned and serves as a reminder of the 
Roman period in “Brigantium”, the settlement which eventually became 
Bregenz.
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Snack bar 
(Milchpilz)

Pier 
(Fischersteg)

   Insider tip: The BeachBar offers cocktails and 
 a beach atmosphere under palm trees.

 
LAKE LIFE
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Strandbad Bregenz public swimming area | Strandweg 1
The first choice for families: The spacious sunbathing areas offer ample 
room to relax for visitors of all ages. There is plenty of variety, with 
paddling and kids’ pools, slides, sport and multifunctional pools, as well 
as 400 metres of shoreline along Lake Constance featuring areas with 
sand and pebbles. There is also more than enough to do outside of the 
water – thanks to a playground, beach volleyball court, and table tennis 
tables.

Hallenbad Bregenz indoor pool and Vitalium | Strandweg 1
When the outdoor swimming season comes to an end, the fun continues 
right next door. The pool offers a protected children’s area as well as 
cordoned off lanes for sporty swimmers. One floor above the pool is the 
Vitalium, which features Finnish saunas, a sanarium, a steam bath, 
a whirlpool, and a magnificent view of the lake.

Pipeline | Reichsstraße
Up until 1997, an underground oil pipeline ran along this beautiful 
stretch of shoreline. Today, it is the perfect place for lovely walks, 
sunbathing, swimming, and barbecuing. This is the best place to watch 
the sunset in the summer.

SWIMMING AND 
BARBECUING

Nature reserve Mili – former military pool

Mili (former military pool) | Reichsstraße
A day spent at the Mili, the charming outdoor pool built on stilts, is 
gloriously nostalgic. The oldest bathing facility on Lake Constance, it 
was built in 1825 and was originally used to train recruits.

Wiking | Strandweg 40
A popular meeting place for swimmers, especially younger visitors, as 
it consists of a large grass area near the Wiking rowing club that is ideal 
for playing football or Frisbee. Beyond the harbour pool, the stone steps 
offer a bit more peace and quiet.

Neu Amerika | Neu Amerika
This two-kilometre stretch extending to Wocherhafen is a scenic area 
dotted with nature reserves and small bathing bays. Specially designated 
fire pits are provided for barbecuing. The name, which translates to 
“New America”, was apparently coined by visitors from the USA because
 it reminded them of home.

Pipeline
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Cycling
Whether a leisurely excursion or a sporty tour, the well-maintained 
bike path around the lake offers plenty of possibilities. One popular 
route starts in Bregenz and continues on towards the cities of Lindau 
and Friedrichshafen. This 36-kilometre trip takes about two and a 
half  hours.

   Insider tip for the return trip: Travel back to your starting 
 point in style aboard a ship operated by Vorarlberg Lines. 
 www.vorarlberg-lines.at

Running
Joggers and Nordic walkers love doing laps with a view of the lake, which 
is also the perfect place for a post-workout cool-down. One of the many 
popular routes starts at the indoor pool and continues along the shore 
past the port and the Mili to the Lochau swimming area and back to the 
starting point (roughly 7 kilometres).

Boat rides 
Pedal boats and electric boats offer a unique perspective of Bregenz’s bay 
area and lots of fun for up to six people on the shimmering waters of Lake 
Constance. Cindy Feurstein offers various models for hire at her stall 
in Gondelhafen between Fischersteg pier and the Festspielhaus opera 
house (Seepromenade 2). 
www.bootsvermietung-bregenz.at

Fishing
Bregenz offers plenty of prime fishing spots, both along the shores of 
Lake Constance and on Bregenzerach river. Fishing maps are available 
from Bregenz Tourismus at Rathausstraße 35a.

ACTIVITIES AT THE LAKE

Stand-up paddleboarding
Stand-up paddleboarding, or SUP for short, is easy to learn. Anyone 
who wants to try out this sport can rent the equipment at the Strandbad 
Bregenz public swimming area or at Ländle SUP at Kaiserstrand Lochau. 
www.laendle-sup.at

Sailing
Sailors will find what they’re looking for at the Sporthafen Bregenz 
marina, which is located about 500 metres west of the Strandbad public 
swimming area. Its guest dock offers a mooring system and berths for 
30 guest boats. www.bsc.or.at

Minigolf
The course is located directly on the waterfront next to the floating stage 
and the Festspielhaus Bregenz opera house. This makes it the perfect 
place to play a round of minigolf while also enjoying the ambience pro-
vided by Lake Constance.  

Pedal boat
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Pfänder mountain

DISCOVER 
THE MOUNTAINS
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Walking path or hiking trail (leisurely walk) 

Mountain hike (sturdy footwear recommended) 

Educational trail

PFÄNDER (1.064 m)  
GEBHARDSBERG (596 m)

The ascent up Bregenz’s landmark peak, the Pfänder, 
is well worth the effort: Splendid views of Lake 
Constance and over 200 mountain peaks will delight 
visitors of all ages. The Pfänderbahn cable car trans-
ports up to 80 visitors per carriage from the city 
centre to the top of the mountain between 8:00 am 
and 7:00 pm. There is also a huge selection of trails 
for visitors who want to put some kilometres on their 
hiking boots. You can obtain a detailed hiking map at 
the tourist information centre at Rathausstraße 35a 
in Bregenz.

You will also find a few personal recommendations 
on the next page:

i

 
PFÄNDER

 
GEBHARDS- 
BERG
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Via the Gschliefweg trail up the Pfänder 
(1:30 h)
The classic route – short, but challenging as it ascends 600 metres in 
a relatively short time.
Pfänderbahn valley station – Weißenreute – Hintermoos / Middle 
station – Pfänderdohle – Pfänder

Känzele loop route (2:00 h)
The starting point for this loop route is the Gebhardsberg car park. 
Along with interesting geological aspects, this trail rewards hikers with 
a lovely view of the Rhine Valley. From spring to late autumn, you will 
often see climbers here as they scale the numerous routes up the cliffs 
of Känzele mountain.
Oberer Känzeleweg – Unterer Känzeleweg – Gebhardsberg

Oberstadt | Gebhardsberg | Fluh | Pfänder  
(1:45 h)
Another route up the Pfänder starts in the medieval city centre, Ober-
stadt. Starting from the Federal Monuments Authority Austria building, 
the route leads towards Gebhardsberg mountain and continues from 
there to Fluh mountain (743 m). Via the Walserstadel, Kälbelen, and 
Pfänderdohle mountains, the summit can be reached in about an hour 
and a half. It is also possible to take regional bus line 12c, which departs 
hourly, to the Fluh (get off at the “Pfänderweg” or “Gasthaus Adler” 
stop). The Gebhardsberg (596 m) and Fluh mountains are not just con-
venient stopovers on the way up the Pfänder, but are also well worth a 
visit in their own right.

Educational cheese trail (3-4:30 h)
A relaxing hike with no significant inclines. Along the way, a series 
of signs provide information about how cheese is manufactured. 
Here you can find a list of the many alpine dairies you can visit: 
www.pfaenderbahn.at/de/erlebnis/wandern

Take the Pfänderbahn cable car up the mountain – top station – Moosegg – 
Fürberg – Trögen – Hochberg – Schlüssellehen – Lutzenreute – Eichenberg – 
Pfänder

Känzele via ferrata (0:45 h)
This via ferrata was opened in 2016. It is especially attractive to climbers 
because it is easily accessible, offers panoramic views of the Rhine Valley, 
and its cliff side faces south, which means that it enjoys many hours 
of sunlight. The starting point is about a ten-minute walk from the 
Gebhardsberg car park. (Difficulty: B/C/D)
Unfortunately, climbing equipment is not available for hire on-site.

Gebhardsberg Schlossbergtrail
The Schlossbergtrail starts at the small park near the provincial library 
(Fluher Straße). The route is around 1,600 metres long and offers a series 
of stations that range from “very easy” to “challenging”. A variety of fun 
ways to exercise – including balancing, for example – invite visitors of all 
ages and thus especially families to pay a visit.

Cable car 
(Pfänderbahn)
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Harbour festival (Hafenfest)

DISCOVER 
MORE
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Museums
Both the vorarlberg museum and the Kunsthaus Bregenz offer creative 
workshops for kids almost every Saturday. Special family tours are also 
available.

Playgrounds
Highlights at the playground on the waterfront opposite the casino 
include a zip line and a giant locomotive. For slightly older kids, the fun 
can continue with a round of minigolf at the course located just a stone’s 
throw away. A five-minute walk in the direction of the port leads to the 
next playground, located near the Eispavillon ice-cream parlour. There 
is a spacious, well-shaded playground next to the Federal Monuments 
Authority Austria building in Oberstadt. Please note: There are steep 
sections that are difficult to navigate with a pram.

Minigolf
The course is located directly on the waterfront next to the floating
stage and the Festspielhaus Bregenz opera house. This makes it the per-
fect place to play a round of minigolf while also enjoying the ambience 
provided by Lake Constance.

Strandbad Bregenz public swimming area
The first choice for families: The spacious sunbathing areas offer ample 
room to relax for visitors of all ages. There is plenty of variety, with pad-
dling and kids’ pools, slides, sport and multifunctional pools, as well as 
400 metres of shoreline along Lake Constance featuring areas with sand 
and pebbles. There is also more than enough to do outside of the water – 
thanks to a playground, beach volleyball court, and table tennis tables.

DISCOVER BREGENZ 
WITH CHILDREN

Pfänder
While parents enjoy the views from the top station, kids 
can have a blast on the slides, climbing frames, and swings. 
During the summer, the bungee trampoline is set up. Local 
animals such as ibexes, deer, European mouflons, and boars 
can be viewed free of charge in the alpine wildlife park.

Boulder hall 
Bouldering combines dexterity, strength, and endurance training. 
Regardless of whether you’re a beginner or a pro and are looking for 
indoor or outdoor climbing options, having fun while exercising is 
what counts at Greifbar boulder hall.

Scavenger hunt
The Bregenz scavenger hunt offers a unique journey of discovery 
through the city, allowing children ages 10 and up to learn about 
Bregenz and its history. 

   Insider tip: The Schlossbergtrail (p. 35) woodland trail for 
 families that starts from the provincial library and goes up to 
 the top of Gebhardsberg.

Playground at the top of the Pfänder

 
BREGENZ 
WITH 
CHILDREN
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City of Children festival 
(Stadt der Kinder)

Events and festivals
Annual happenings help to create a rich and diverse event scene in 
Bregenz. One musical highlight is the three-day BREGENZ LIFE open-
air festival held on Kornmarktplatz. The event series “Die Lange Nacht 
der Musik” (The Long Night of Music) hosts live music in Bregenz’s bars 
and restaurants throughout the year. In addition, the summer event 
calendar is rounded out by the “Hafenfest” harbour festival and the 
“Stadt der Kinder” (City of Children) festival. The year ends with a 
festive touch, as the first Christmas markets open in Leutbühel and 
on Kornmarktplatz in mid-November.

Markets
The region around Lake Constance provides optimal conditions for 
sustainable, organic agriculture and this makes for a fine selection of 
products at Bregenz’s weekly market, which is held every Tuesday 
and Friday. In addition, farmers from the region sell seasonal products 
along Kaiserstraße every Friday. The Leutbühel district is transformed 
into a marketplace every Saturday and also on Wednesdays from May 
to October. Themed markets are also held throughout the year, offering 
visitors fine Italian and regional specialities.

EVENTS AND MARKETS

 
EVENTS

STILL NEED LODGING? 
All available accommodations in Bregenz can be found 
on our website www.visitbregenz.com/planen/unterkuenfte

PARKING
For convenient and cashless payment, simply download the 
ParkNow app in the App Store or Play Store. www.v-parking.at

An overview of all parking options is available at 
www.bregenz.gv.at/buergerservice/mobilitaet/verkehr-und-parken 
Important: It is strictly prohibited to park motorhomes in public 
parking spaces! These vehicles are only permitted to be parked at 
campsites.

BUS CONNECTIONS
Bus tickets can be purchased directly from the bus driver, at the machi-
ne in the bus, and at the railway station. All city buses 
(blue buses) and regional buses (yellow buses) can easily accommodate 
prams and wheelchairs.
Information about all bus lines can be found at www.vmobil.at

NOTFALLNUMMERN

 
PARKING

 
CITY BUS

 
PLAN YOUR 
ARRIVAL

 

122 Fire brigade 

133 Police  

144 Ambulance

 

140 Mountain rescue service 

122 Water rescue service

 

120 ÖAMTC roadside assistance 

123 ARBÖ roadside assistance
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THE BEST PHOTO SPOTS

   Share your photo with the hashtag #VISITBRE-

Pfänder Fischersteg

Pipeline

Anton-Schneider-


